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On01120106 at approximately 10:00 a.m.,

I (Inv. WIEGERT of the CALUMET CoLrNTy
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, along with Inv. STEIER of the
CALUMET couNTy
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, went to the DORIS WEBER residence
in the Village of Mishicot.
Upon arival, we were allowed into the residence and met with
DORIS in the dining room area.
DORIS states she has known the AVERY family her whole life.
She stated her late husband and
ALLEN AVERY were drinking buddies. DORIS stated she had worked
at the salvage yard
many years ago cleaning copper.

I asked DORIS to describe STEVEN AVERY to me to which she stated
STEVEN was a nice kid
but she had never really seen any anger out of him. DORIS stated
she does not believe STEVEN
would have done this. DORIS told us STEVEN AVERY and her
son, EDWARD WEBER, had
both been in jail together. They had both broken into a bar in the
Mishico t area,which they had
gotten arrested for. DoRIS stated it was STEVEN who actually
broke into the bar and
EDWARD just went along with him.
I asked DORIS if

she had seen STEVEN lately prior to his arrest. DORIS
states she would see
STEVEN at her daughter, CANDY's, house in the City of Two Rivers.
She also told us that
STEVEN would sometimes bring his girlfriend, JODI; over to the residence.
I asked her if she
had ever seen any marks on JODI to which she stated she saw
black and blue marks on JODI,s
arms and legs and JODI said STEVEN had abused her. I asked
DORIS how many times she had
seen JODI with the black and blue marks to which she stated
it was one time.

DORIS did tell us she thought that if anyone would have done this to
the HALBACH girl, it
would have been CHUCKIE because he had raped his own wife and has
a temper.
We asked DORIS if STEVEN had ever talked about his
teenage relative DORIS stated STEVEN
had told her that he was "going with
" DORIS also stated
parents did not
know about it. DORIS told us on one occasion when she was over at
her daughter TAMMy,s
house when STEVEN was there, STEVEN told her, "He was having
sex witf
,, DORIS
believes this would have been right after STEVEN had gotten out
oiprison. DoRIS also stated
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her daughter, TAMMY, had asked STEVEN why he was sleeping
with his teenage
brother's relative
daughter
and STEVEN's response to her was that he liked her.

At that time, we thanked DORIS for her cooperation and left the residence
at approximately
10:17 a.m.

Investigation continues.
Inv. Mark Wiegert
Calumet Co. Sheriff s Dept.
MW/bds

